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Abstract 
 

Route specific information with the SoC needs a great deal of wiring, which increases the Resistance & Capacitance (RC) component of 

the system. Network on Chip (NoC) is utilized as the interface to address the problems in SoC, On-chip interconnection network in NoC 

has gained more consideration over steadfast wiring and buses, like lower latency, scalability and high performance. Present routing algo-

rithms in NoC is suffered from load balancing at incarnation networks under non-uniform traffic conditions, causes increase the NoC trade-

offs (latency and throughput). Adaptive routing is a technique to progress the load balance, but previous adaptive routing techniques used 

uniform traffic patterns to form the routing decisions. This paper proposes a new approach at non- uniform traffic patterns in channel state 

and path specific, Path Aware Routing (PAR XY-X) uses a timeout piggybacking for acknowledgement and load shedding to avoid con-

gestion which choose optimistic path calculation unit to connect the destination node without glue logic decisions in routing. PAR XY-X 

outperforms the Normal XY routing by 20% and 33% with respect to Avg.latency and throughput 
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1. Introduction 

SoC is a sort of small scale framework that incorporates numerous 

parts like processors, Digital signal processors and memory ele-

ments which generally perform errands of functions on specific dies. 

In [1], there are two confinements of SoC: as a matter of first im-

portance, the correspondence among the Intellectual Property (IP) 

obstructs the improvement at the framework level and enhance the 

wire delays. Another issue with SoC is that SoC continuously in-

corporates many hard-core processors for various applications on a 

similar chip, due to these issues there is no common phenomenon 

for centralized SoC application as the design scales down [3,7,24-

27], there is a need for NoC fabric to scale the design and high band 

width which arises trade-offs in NoC. Serialization latency trans-

lates the processor core into idol and energy hungry. As a result, 

reducing the serialization latency is critical to achieve performance 

in future Multi core processors.  

An interconnection network establishes multiple communication 

paths between Source Node (SN) and Destination Node (DN). A 

routing algorithm is used to direct the data packet from source to 

the destination, Existing routing algorithms are concentrating on 

oblivious routing techniques such as Dimension Order Routing 

(DOR), which route packets to destination irrespective of the load 

balancing, though these algorithms [5] have less complexity they 

perform poor communication because of load imbalance. Adaptive 

routing is a technique to transfer the packet through the less 

congested path with channel weights for every S-D pair. For the 

implementation of the topology, routing algorithms [1] plays a ma-

jor role. The selection of the required routing algorithm is based on 

the INF (Interconnection Network Fabric) with optimized network 

trade-offs such as latency, throughput, energy, area. 

 
Fig.1 packet communication between nodes 

 
The Fig.1 shows the transfer of packet (P) from source router to 

destination router, before transmitting the packet to the destination 

router packet must pass through the router 1, even though router1 

suffers from congestion. 
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Congestion of path causes due to three stages: 

1) Router contention: many packets wants to get the same 

channel (majority north direction) for communication 

leads to router contention 

2) Link congestion: due to the insufficient memory space 

(buffer size) at the input buffers, buffers are unable to al-

locate with new packets  

3) Router congestion:  Whenever a packet is transmitted 

through output port (i.e. north), a few packets that receive an unsuc-

cessful output request must be infertile and then be queued at the 

input buffers. The routed packet needs to wait for this channel to be 

released. 

2. Related work  

Simply abandoning support of the shared medium access without 

network topology modification increases the probability of packet 

losses in routers since control over the flow of packets sent by end 

nodes into the network is lost. When destination node needs the 

packet then the source node will send the packet in these cases there 

is a possibility of congestion[8-13] due to the sharing of common 

resources among the routers Usually, the congestion is not caused 

by the router being a blocking one, the true reason for congestion 

lies in the limited bandwidth of a specific output port, which is de-

fined by parameters of the interconnection network If the incoming 

traffic is unevenly distributed among output ports, it is easy to im-

agine a situation[19] in which traffic with total intensity exceeding 

the network topology maximum is directed to some of the router’s 

output ports  

 

Most of the network topologies will have a quadratical implemen-

tation. Here the nodes are organized in an n-dimensional area. A 

perfect example for this can be an n-dimensional mesh. There are 

many topologies for the implementation of data transfer in NoC like 

mesh, torus etc. For the implementation of the topology routing al-

gorithms plays a major role. Routing algorithm for the topology is 

selected based upon the requirements like for a normal determinis-

tic routing with equal lengths between the nodes XY routing can be 

used to avoid obstruction of data between the S-D pair. The selec-

tion channel changes with the strategies taken into consideration 

like latency, network traffic and etc. [8]. Ville Rantala et al.[1] out-

line the features of oblivious routing algorithms in NoC era, Jong-

man Kim et al.[2] used a two pipeline approach and look ahead 

routing to minimize the latency in interconnection networks but 

which increase the area consumption of the network router, Umit 

Y. Ogras et al.[3] described a latency model with respect to 

M/G/1/m queuing  model which describes the latency of channel 

based on the packet latency, Abbas Eslami Kiasari et al.[4] pro-

posed a latency analysis model based on G/G/1 queuing model. En-

Jui Chang et al[7] used a contention prediction technique to calcu-

late the NoC-trade-offs A Routing-Algorithm (RA) determines how 

the data packet is routed from source to destination, oblivious and 

adaptive routing algorithms plays a major role in NoC, in oblivious 

routing data is routed without considering the channel traffic 

whereas adaptive routing considers both channel and router conten-

tion and which avoids the congestion in the NoC architectures, most 

of the last logical latency styles inside the on-chip networks used 

wormhole-switching[1]. Many networks are invented in NoC to de-

velop a any particular topology by adding traffic patterns. in [7] 

uses a FIFO model to enhance the performance and overcomes the 

allocation of buffer space based on the size of the data packet is in 

communication among S and D nodes in NoC-based systems, nev-

ertheless the techniques can not able to handle the wormhole-

switched networks. The authors in [16] proposed link capacity al-

location in NoCs by utilizing an analytic serialization latency 

model. However, the proposed model works only for networks with 

single flit buffers and which ignores the queuing delays and 

network contentions. A better analytical router model is proposed 

in [21]. The previous work assumes Poisson distribution to inject 

the data packets into the channel such models do not have the accu-

racy for replacements in applications with congested traffic patterns 

in many applications. In [28] A worst case(WC) investigation of 

flow latency is described for non-uniform data packets, the article 

[29] proposes an optimized traffic regulation parameters and avoid 

the congestion in the network channel although this approach is not 

good for random traffic such a system with real-time requirements, 

many NoC-based systems have more challenging timing con-

straints, in the proposed approach piggy backing technique is used 

to get the acknowledge from the recipient node on the basis of 

timeout basis, if there is no acknowledge from the destination node 

in the specified time the PAR XY-X algorithm choose another al-

ternative path from Source-Destination in the next cycle of the 

clock due to use of timeout piggybacking[17] channel allocation la-

tency is reduced, load shedding approach is used to place the data 

packets in priority order as per the sender node. To the best of our 

knowledge, the work proposes the first model to consider the on-

chip routers average latency which takes into consideration. The 

proposed model can often develop an intensive performance analy-

sis for network topology with wormhole switching under random 

traffic [33] patterns with real time data packet processing. Our pro-

posed model, besides providing network trade-offs, for average la-

tency and throughput based on the availability of buffer depth at 

each router in the network which, gives useful feedbacks around the 

network behavior which can be useful within the optimization of 

network latency, application mapping. 

3. Materials and Methods 

The routing algorithm is used for crucial networks to optimize the 

network latency. An enhanced routing-algorithm is used to super-

vise the load over the network, increase the throughput and opti-

mize the serialization latency among the links during the inclusion 

of non-uniform traffic [18] patterns like transformation of traffic 

and random traffic [16]. Astonishingly, many routers that were built 

and are also being used today do a pitiable job of balancing the load. 

Rather, the traffic between each pair of nodes follows solitary, pre-

determined path. As proposed by [3,5,7,11-14], non-uniform traffic 

patterns can induce massive load misbalances in the network and 

provides less throughput. However, these routing choices can attend 

least partially because many of these routers happen to be built to 

optimize another critical facet from a routing-algorithm. 

 

Fig. 2 Basic router architecture for PAR algorithm 

There are two routing orientations are exist in interconnection net-

work architectures i-Oblivious Routing: an oblivious routing ap-

proach is specified by path system which contains number of op-

tional paths from S-D ii- Adaptive routing [1], in Oblivious routing 

algorithms data packet is routed based on the topology adapted in 

the network, this phenomenon arises congestion and load, the better 

approach for the issue is to use a effective path aware routing 
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methodology or minimal traffic [15] to minimize the NoC trade-

offs. X-Y routing-algorithm [27], in XY routing the data packet first 

move in the X-direction after that which moves in the direction of 

destination node by using the best path selection among the availa-

ble paths at the same time it is lovelock free [1] because of the sim-

plicity in the routing decisions make it beneficial for many NoCs 

[31]. However, it is deterministic in nature low latency aided by the 

guaranteed reliability. 

4. PAR XY-X Algorithm 

A well-designed routing-algorithm choose the communication 

channel lengths as optimize as possible, reduce hop count, overall 

serialization latency of a message through a channel, balancing the 

load and maximizing throughput. In fact, for oblivious routing-al-

gorithms, to improve load balance over all traffic patterns and we 

are forced to increase the average path length of all data packets. 

The converse is also true. This trade-off exists for oblivious algo-

rithms because they do not factor the current traffic pattern into the 

routing algorithm. Another imperative part of a routing-algorithm 

is its capacity to work within the sight of deficiencies in network. If 

the network fails to communicate between S-D nodes, and the entire 

system fails even though the algorithm can have a reprogrammed 

or adapt to the failure, the system can continue to operate with only 

a slight loss in performance. Obviously, this is critical for systems 

with high-reliability demands. Finally, routing interacts with the 

flow control of the network and careful design of both is often re-

quired to avoid deadlocks and/or lovelocks 

The Fig.3 shows a 6x6 mesh structure in NoC, the Processing-Ele-

ments (PE)’s or Nodes  P(0,0) –P(5,5) represents of 36 PE’s each 

PE in the mesh network can able communicate with any of the PE 

in the entire network, each PE is connected through a router as 

shown in Fig.1, router is used to establish the communication path 

from source PE to Destination PE with the help of PAR XY-X rout-

ing-algorithm, routing algorithms are must be prone to latency, high 

throughput, low power consumption and reliability  

 

 
Fig. 3 6X6 Mesh Structure 

 

PAR XY algorithm is measures the congestion and communication 

cost of all possible paths from source to destination a load shedding 

technique is used to avoid the congestion [20] and timeout piggy-

backing [28] is used to reduce the waiting time of the packet in the 

router 

In PAR XY algorithm packet is send in the direction for which the 

local channel has the lowest load. We may approximate the load by 

either measuring the length of the queue serving this channel, re-

cording how many packets it has transmitted over the last T slots 

and the calculation of communication cost from the Source Node 

(SN) to Destination Node (DN). Note that this decision is applied 

only once at the source node to minimize the latency in the channel 

and router   

 

 
 

Fig. 4 6x6 Mesh with detection of faulty node 

 

This following example has shown how the choice of 

routing function can significantly affect load balance, congestion 

control and detection of faulty node using PAR XY-X algorithm. In 

fig. 4 the SN is P(0,1) and the DN is P(3,3), usually XY routing 

means the first routing path must be in the X-direction from the SN 

after that the routing-algorithm creates path from SN to DN based 

on the communication cost between the SN and DN with optimized 

congested path, in the interconnection networks throughput is the 

main factor for effective communication 

 

Source Node (SN)  = P (0, 1) 

Destination Node (DN) = P (3, 3) 

Faulty Node (FN) = P (2, 3) 

There are three communication paths from SN to DN, 
 

P1=    P(0,1)→P(0,2)→P(0,3)→P(1,3)→P(2,3)→P(3,3) 

P2 =  P(0,1)→P(0,2)→P(0,3)→ 

        P(1,3)→P(1,2)→P(2,2)→ P (3, 2)→P (3, 3)  

𝑃3 =  P(0,1)→P(0,2)→P(0,3)→ 

         P(1,3)→P(1,4)→P(2,4) →P (3, 4) →P (3, 3)          

Among all the above possible paths SN is unable to communicate 

through path-1(P1) because there is a faulty node P(2,3), the faulty 

node is identified using PAR XY-X with the help of timeout piggy-

backing technique in this technique the SN sends the request to the 

adjacent node in the X direction if there is an acknowledgement 

from the recipient node with in specified time limit then the SN es-

tablish the path between SN and adjacent node and then forms the 

communication path from recipient node in Y direction, if there is 

no acknowledgement then the SN sends the request to the adjacent 

node in –X direction then  Y direction from the recipient of –X di-

rection. there are two alternative paths from SN to DN Path-2(P2) 

and Path-3(P3) now SN calculates the Communication cost be-

tween to existing paths communication cost(CC) is calculated based 

on the distance between the SN and DN, the CC of the P2 is CC-

P2=4+1+3+7+2+3+9=29 and CC-P3 = 4+1+3+6+12+7+1=34 

based on the paths communication costs  SN selects the P2 for com-

munication among the SN and DN. 

Communication cost is calculated using the bandwidth used to 

transmit the packet and the location of nodes to be communicate 

Communication cost = channel bandwidth* distance between the 

nodes. 

5. Results and Discussions 

5.1. Simulation Tool 
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This paper uses a cycle accurate C++ based Network-on-Chip based 

simulator [34] to perform the evaluation on applied input stimuli 

with different buffer depths and traffic patterns. The proposed PAR 

XY-X routing is applied to 16X16 mesh network. This paper uses 

a wormhole-switching and FIFO arbitration to minimize the serial-

ization latency at the time of arbitration. The inter-router commu-

nication cost is calculated using the timeout piggybacking tech-

nique and load shedding is used to avoid the congestion among the 

routers and channel before evaluate the desired network using NoC 

simulator we assume that one cycle is required to transfer a single 

flit to the successive router and each packet can have a flits ranges 

from one flit to nine flits including the head flit, each simulation 

runs up to 11,000 cycles and 1,000 cycles are used for warm-up 

time for NoC system 

5.2. Traffic patterns 

The proposed PAR XY-X algorithm is tested for different traffic 

scenarios like random and uniform the results are compared with 

existing [29-31] the results showing that the proposed algorithm is 

having a better latency and throughput. 

5.3. Evaluation Metrics 

The Avg. Latency and Throughput is considered as performance 

metrics [4,28] the time taken to send a data packet or message 

through the network which includes the injection of head flit in to 

the channel, waiting time in the channel and the receiving of tail flit 

at DN. Throughput is defined as the amount of data traffic (bits/sec) 

sent to the DN. 

5.4. PAR XY-X Algorithm 

Let source nodes are s1, s2: 

Destination nodes are d1, d2: 

B1, B2 are the blocked nodes; 

while ((s1!=d1)&&(s2!=d2) )  

{ 

      while (s1! =d1)          

    { 

 If (s1==b1)                            

   { 

                     If(s2>d2)                            Decrement s2; 

                     else if (s2<d2) 

                         Increment s2 and count; 

                            Break; 

                } 

               If (s1>d1) 

               {            Decrement s1 and Increment count; 

               else if (s1<d1) 

                   Increment s1 and Increment Count.;  

 }   

            } 

  while (s2! =d2)         

    { 

              If (s2==b2)  

                { 

                     If s1>d1     

                        Decrement s1; 

                     else if (s1<d1) 

                         Increment s1 and count; 

                   Break; 

                } 

               If (s2>d2) 

               { 

                  Decrement s2 and Increment count; 

               else if (s2<d2) 

                   Increment s2 and Increment Count; 

                } 

              end if; 

              end all; 

           } 

In this paper 16x16 mesh topology is designed and simu-

lated with flit size of 64 for different traffic patterns like random, 

uniform and  transpose1 with the help of XY-routing and PAR XY-

X routing algorithms the results are showing that PAR XY-X rout-

ing performs outfit when compared with existing XY-routing algo-

rithm the simulation is run with different PIR(Packet Injection 

Rates) rates from 0.2 - 1 packets/cycle the corresponding  Avg.la-

tency and throughput is calculated using cycle based NoC simulator 

for proposed algorithm the results are shown that the proposed al-

gorithm is better than the existing XY-routing algorithm 

 Data packet to be sent from SN to DN is divided into three different 

types of flits those are Head flit, Body flit and Tail flit the no of 

body flits are depends on the size of data packet to be sent which 

are ranges from 1-9, at first the head flit is sent from SN to adjacent 

node through the link established by the PAR XY-X routing algo-

rithm from SN to DN. if the adjacent node is ready to serve the SN 

then the adjacent node sends an acknowledgement while sending a 

acknowledgement from the recipient node which adds the data 

packet sent by the another adjacent node due to this phenomenon 

same communication channel is used for both acknowledgement 

and data transmission at same time communication cost between 

PE’s is reduced up to optimum level but this technique enhances 

the area required to design the hardware. The status of routed flits 

is represented by using to control flags (VALID and WAIT) 

VALID represents the data packet is valid and WAIT indicates re-

ceiver node received the data packet 

Fig.5 PIR vs. Avg.latency for BD=2, random traffic 
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Fig.6 PIR vs. Avg.latency for BD=2, uniform traffic 

 

 
 

Fig.7 PIR vs. Throughput for BD=2, random traffic 

 

 
 

Fig.8 PIR vs. Throughput for BD=2, uniform traffic 

 

 

 
 

Fig.9 PIR vs. Avg.latency for BD=4, random traffic 
 

 
 

Fig.10 PIR vs. Avg.latency for BD=4, random traffic 

 

 

 
 

Fig.9 PIR vs. Throughput for BD=4, random traffic 
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Fig.12 PIR vs. Throughput for BD=4, uniform traffic 

 

Avg. latency and throughput of 16x16 mesh topology is measured 

using proposed PAR XY-X and conventional XY routing algo-

rithms using random and uniform traffic patterns with different 

Buffer Depth(BD) values of 2 and 4. 

Fig.5-12 shows the proposed PAR XY-X routing algorithm is more 

accurate than the existing routing algorithms with respect to Avg.la-

tency and Throughput for BD=2 with random and uniform traffic 

patterns 

6. Conclusion 

Nowadays the Network-on-Chip (NoC) is considered as feasible 

solution to address the Avg.latency and throughput issues which ef-

fect the present multicore architectures. In this paper the perfor-

mance of the proposed PAR XY-X algorithm is evaluated with ran-

dom and uniform traffic patterns for 16X16 mesh topology. From 

the comparison the results showing that the proposed algorithm is 

better with respect to Avg.latency and Throughput by 20% and 33% 

respectively. 
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